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Improved thermal and oxidation stability of bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane 
(BTESE)-derived membranes, and their gas-permeation properties  
Xin Yu, Hiroki Nagasawa, Masakoto Kanezashi, and Toshinori Tsuru* 

The conventional method used to fabricate bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane (BTESE)-derived organosilica membranes begins with a 
coating of BTESE-derived sols that is then fired at temperatures that do not exceed 300 °C, because the organic linking 
ethane groups start to thermally decompose at temperatures higher than 300 °C. In the present study, however, thermal 
stability of BTESE membranes was further enhanced by firing at much higher temperatures (550−700 °C), which promises to 
enable future applications such as H2 purification at high temperatures and gas separation under an oxidizing atmosphere. 
The selectivity of 700 °C-fired membranes for H2/CH4 was as high as 100 with H2 permeance of approximately 10-6 mol/(m2 
s Pa). Moreover, even after heat treatment at 550 °C under N2 and then under air, BTESE-derived membranes prepared at 
550 °C showed high selectivity values of approximately 100 and 2000 for H2/CH4 and H2/CF4, respectively. By comparison, 
the selectivities for H2/CH4 and H2/CF4 of membranes prepared at 300 °C were approximately 30 and 200, respectively. The 
BTESE powders were characterized by FT-IR, N2 adsorption, Electro-Probe Microanalyzer (EPMA), and TGA. The large 
carbon/silicon ratio and residual weight for powders with multiple heat treatments under N2 and then under air, suggested 
that high-temperature treatment under N2 increased the thermal stability and oxidizing resistance. These results showed 
that calcination temperatures, atmosphere, and heat treatment are the key factors influencing the thermal and oxidation 
stability of these BTESE membranes. 

Introduction  
Membrane separation has become an effective technology over the 
past several decades,1 since an energy-efficient, easy and compact 
process can be used to separate mixtures in either the gas or liquid 
phase. Promising applications include energy-related separations 
and purifications such as H2 purification under high temperatures in 
a catalytic membrane reactor,2, 3 CH4 purification of natural gas,4 and 
CO2 capture to arrest global warming.5, 6 Various types of membranes 
prepared from inorganic materials such as zeolites, MOFs, carbon, 
silica, and hybrid materials have been explored for gas separation.1, 7  

Amorphous silica membranes, which are typically prepared from 
tetraethoxysilane (TEOS),8 have been extensively investigated for gas 
separation at high temperatures due to a level of thermal stability up 
to 1000 °C. Generally, silica membranes show high permselectivity at 
high temperatures; for example, He and H2 permeance of 8.6×10−7 
and 5.5×10−7 mol/(m2 s Pa) with He/CH4 and H2/CH4 permeance 
ratios of 2350 and 1500 at 500 °C, respectively, were reported and 
the H2/N2 permeance ratio was above 100 even after heat-treatment 
at 750 °C.8 Generally, silica membranes have a microporous structure 
with an average pore size of 0.34 nm, which allows them to separate 
gas molecules via molecular sieving with extremely high levels of H2 
selectivity over other gases such as N2 and over hydrocarbons such 

as CH4 and propane.8-10 The low stability of the silica structure in 
water vapor under hydrothermal conditions, however, is a 
disadvantage that prevents industrialization on a large scale.11-13 

Recently, bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane (BTESE)-derived organosilica, 
which has CH2CH2 linking units between two silicon atoms, has been 
proposed for use in pervaporation14 and gas separation.15 Due to the 
incorporation of organic linking units, the pore sizes of BTESE 
membranes were successfully controlled to obtain a structure that 
was looser than that of TEOS-derived silica membranes prepared by 
the sol-gel method. In addition, the hydrothermal stability was also 
increased due to ethane hydrophobicity. These excellent properties 
have allowed a wider range of applications for BTESE membranes, 
which includes gas separations16 such as H2 purification,11, 17-19 CO2 
removal from CH4,20-22 and use in membrane reactors.2, 18, 23, 24 
BTESE-derived membranes have also returned excellent 
performances in pervaporation dehydrations such as in IPA/H2O,25 
reverse osmosis,26 and vapor permeation27, 28 due to a high level of 
hydrothermal stability. 

Generally, the preparation of BTESE membranes includes two 
processes: sol preparation and gel calcination. The ethoxy groups of 
BTESE are hydrolyzed to form silanol groups, followed by 
condensation to form siloxane bridges. BTESE-derived membranes 
are prepared by coating the polymeric sols onto nanoporous 
substrates and firing. The H2O/BTESE ratio in preparation of BTESE-
derived sols is a significant factor; with an increase in the H2O/BTESE 
molar ratio, the ethoxy groups of BTESE become more hydrolyzed 
and the number of silanol groups is increased, which is followed by 
increased densification of the networks and a resultant higher level 
of selectivity for BTESE-derived membranes.18 In addition, the acid 
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ratio, which is defined as the molar ratio of acid to BTESE, also plays 
an important role in controlling the hydrolysis and condensation 
ratio during the sol preparation.21, 29-31 In our previous work, larger-
sized sols prepared via the pH-swing method (acid→alkali→acid) 
were prevented from penetrating substrates, so that the pH-swing 
membranes showed high H2 permeance without a loss of  selectivity. 
Moreover, we found the thermal stability of pH-swing membranes 
was increased due to an increase in the cross-linking to form 
thermally stable siloxane bonds.30 In addition, pore size and 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity were successfully controlled by 
processing parameters such as the firing temperature,32, 33 
atmosphere,34 or membrane post-processing such as HCl 
treatment35, 36 in attempts to improve the permeation properties. 

BTESE-derived membranes have larger pores than TEOS-derived 
versions due to the linking units,15 which allows them to separate H2 
from large sized hydrocarbons. One of the potential applications of 
separation is H2 purification at high temperatures from C3H6, which is 
produced by catalytic dehydrogenation of C3H8 at temperatures 
higher than 580 °C.37 But the thermal stability of BTESE membranes 
has remained unclear, because BTESE-derived membranes are 
usually prepared and used at temperatures lower than 300 °C due to 
decomposition of the organic linking units at high temperatures.38 Qi 
et al. prepared BTESE membranes under firing temperatures higher 
than 400 °C and under different heating rates.33 In that study, the 
organic linking groups in networks were sensitive to calcination 
conditions. For example, BTESE membranes fired at 400 and 600 °C 
showed low and high levels of cross-linking, respectively. BTESE 
membranes calcined at 600 °C demonstrated expeditious calcination 
that resulted in a high degree of cross-linking in a network that 
contained a high content of organic bridge groups. In these studies, 
BTESE membranes showed a H2/CO2 selectivity of 36 when measured 
at 200 °C under single-gas systems, which was increased with an 
increase in the firing temperatures of the membranes. However, the 
development of BTESE-derived membranes with thermal/ oxidation 
stability at high temperatures (500−600 °C) and high gas selectivity 
remains a challenge. 

The main objective of the present study was to explore the 
possibility of improving the stability of BTESE-derived membranes at 
high temperatures under an oxidizing atmosphere. BTESE-derived 
sols were prepared via the pH-swing method, and membranes were 
prepared by coating BTESE sols and firing at 300, 550 and 700 °C 
under N2. The BTESE powders were prepared in pre-treatments that 
ranged from 300 to 800 °C under N2 with subsequent firing under air 
at 600 °C and analysis by TG, FT-IR, N2 adsorption, and EPMA. The 
membrane performances were measured and compared via single-
gas permeation. Time courses of permeance at high temperatures 
under N2 and air were evaluated to better explain the thermal 
stability and oxidative resistance of BTESE membranes. The trade-
offs of H2 permeance and H2/gas (He, N2, CH4) permeance ratios were 
summarized to discuss the properties of membranes prepared at 
high temperatures. 

The present work is the first to describe how membranes that are 
defect-free, highly selective (H2/CH4>100), and with high levels of H2 
permeance (>10-6 mol/(m2 s Pa)) can be prepared by firing at high 
temperatures. In addition, the superior thermal and oxidation 
stability of BTESE membranes prepared at 550 and 700 °C was 
confirmed via the time courses of permeance at high temperatures 
under N2 and air, which holds promise for applications to gas 
separation under an O2 atmosphere at high temperatures. 
 
 

Experimental  
Preparation of pH-swing BTESE sols  

Samples of 1, 2-bis (triethoxysilyl) ethane (BTESE) and ethanol were 
purchased from Gelest Inc. and Sigma-Aldrich and were used as the 
precursor and solvent, respectively, without further purification. 
BTESE-derived acid and pH-swing sols were prepared via the 
hydrolysis and condensation of BTESE in ethanol according to our 
previous paper that describes the preparation procedure.30 Briefly, 
BTESE was mixed with ethanol, water, and HCl as catalysts in molar 
ratios of BTESE/HCl/H2O=1/0.01/240, and the weight %s of the 
precursors were adjusted to 5% via the use of ethanol as a solvent. 
BTESE-derived sols were prepared by a pH-swing method as follows. 
First, BTESE was hydrolyzed and condensed with water and 
hydrochloric acid at 50 °C for 1 h, then the pH value of the sols was 
changed from 2 to 9 by adding a specific amount of NH3 and agitating 
for several minutes, followed by the addition of HCl to return the pH 
to approximately 2 at 25 °C. 

 

Characterization of pH-swing BTESE gels  

BTESE-derived powders were prepared by drying BTESE-derived sols 
which were then finely ground in a mortar. Thermogravimetric 
analysis (TG) was provided by TG-MASS (TG-DTA-410s, Rigaku Co). 
He and He/O2 mixed gas (He: 80 mol%, O2: 20 mol%) were used as a 
carrier gas, and the temperature was increased at a ramping rate of 
5 °C/min. The residual weight of the samples was normalized at 250 
°C to eliminate the influence of NH4Cl.30 BTESE powders fired at 100, 
200, 300, 550, and 700 °C under N2 (referred to here as P100, P200, 
P300, P550 and P700, respectively) were investigated via ATR-FTIR 
(FT/IR-4100, Jasco, Japan) using an MCT detector cooled with liquid 
nitrogen. Measurements within a recorded in the range of 4000−500 
cm-1 were recorded at a resolution of 4 cm-1. The adsorption 
isotherms of N2 for P300, P550 and P700 were measured at 77 K 
(BELMAX, BEL Japan INC) after the samples were degassed under 
vacuum at 200 °C for more than 10 h. An electron probe micro-
analyzer (EPMA) provided data for wavelength-dispersive X-ray 
analysis (EPMA JXA-8200, Rigaku Co., Japan). 

 

Preparation of BTESE-derived membranes  

BTESE-derived membranes were prepared as reported elsewhere.18, 

30, 31 Porous α-alumina tubes (porosity: 50%, inner and outer 
diameter of 8 mm and 10 mm, an average pore diameter of 2 μm) 
were kindly supplied from Nikkato. Corp., and were used as supports 
for the BTESE-derived membranes. Two types of α-Al2O3 particles 
(average size: 1.5 and 0.2 μm, Sumitomo Chemicals Inc.) were coated 
onto the outer surface of a porous support using a silica-zirconia 
colloidal sol (SiO2−ZrO2), which was prepared from tetraethoxysilane 
(TEOS) using zirconium tetrabutoxide as a binder, and was then fired 
at either 550 or 700 °C for 15 min to smooth the surface. Silica-
zirconia colloidal sol diluted to 0.5 wt% was coated onto the 
substrate to form an intermediate layer with pore sizes of 1-2 nm, 
followed by firing at either 550 or 700 °C for 15 min. These 
procedures were repeated several times to cover the larger pores 
that might have resulted in pinholes in the separation layers. Finally, 
the BTESE-derived sols were coated onto the intermediate layer to 
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serve as a separation layer, followed by drying and firing at 300, 550 
and 700 °C under N2 for 20 min. The coating and firing of the BTESE-
derived sols was repeated 3-4 times.  

 

Single-gas permeation measurement  

Figure 1 displays a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus 
for a single-gas permeation measurement. The gas permeation tests 
were carried out at 50−550 °C and controlled with a thermocouple 
inside the membrane. He, H2, CO2, N2, CH4, C3H8, CF4, and SF6 were 
fed to the outside (upstream) of a cylindrical membrane with a trans-
membrane pressure of 0.1−0.2 MPa that was controlled with a back-
pressure regulator, while the permeate stream was maintained at 
atmospheric pressure. Membranes were heated to 500 and 550 °C 
under N2 and then under air to evaluate the thermal stability and 
oxidative resistance, and then the permeances for N2 and for a series 
of gases were measured after cooling to 300 °C to monitor the pore 
size distribution. The temperatures were increased at a heating rate 
of 5 °C/min and decreased naturally with membrane heating under 
a transmembrane pressure of 0.1 MPa for the feed side using N2. The 
gas flow rate through the membrane was measured using a bubble 
film flow meter (SF-U, Horiba, Co. Ltd., Japan). 

 

Results and Discussion  
Characterization of BTESE-derived gel  

Figure 2 shows the ATR FT-IR spectra of the BTESE powders fired at 
100, 200, 300, 550, and 700°C, which hereafter will be referred to 
P100, P200, P300, P550, and P700, respectively. P100, P200, and 
P300 showed absorption peaks for Si-C2H4-Si groups at locations 
approximately consistent with the spectrum reported for BTESE-
derived powders: 690, 1160, 1270, 1410 and 2890 cm-1.18, 37, 38  With 
an increase in the firing temperatures from 100 to 550 °C, the peaks 
originating from Si-C2H4-Si linking units decreased significantly,33 
ethane groups observed at approximately 1270 and 1410 cm-1 were 
decomposed, and hydrogen was released (as will be discussed in Fig. 
3b). On the other hand, new peaks were clearly observed at around 

800 cm-1, which can be assigned to the stretching of Si-C. When the 
pyrolysis temperature was further raised beyond 700 °C, nearly all 
the ethane disappeared; only the peaks of Si-O-Si and Si-C were 
observed, suggesting the formation of a network of either Si-O-C39 
and/or SiC37 via the dehydrogenation, decomposition and 
rearrangement of linking units, Si-CH2CH2-Si and siloxane SiOSi.  Si-
OH groups observed at 900 cm-1 for P100, P200 and P300, were 
diminished for P500 and P700, due to condensation of the Si-OH 
groups to form Si-O-Si when firing temperatures were higher than 
300 °C, suggesting that the BTESE network became denser at high 
temperatures. Figure 3a exhibits the TG weight and mass signal (m/z) 
of BTESE powders calcinated under N2 from 100 to 1000 °C. To 
prepare pH-swing sols, NH4Cl was synthesized during a pH swing 
from acid (HCl) to alkali via the addition of NH3, which was followed 
by another swing back to acid that indicated the dried gels contained 
NH4Cl. In our previous work, we confirmed that pH swing powders 
(H+ ratio of 0.1) showed a weight loss at 200 °C, which could be 
ascribed to the decomposition of NH4Cl30 that was completed at 250 
°C (Supplementary information, SI-1). In the present study, the 
normalized weight at 250 °C was used to eliminate the effects of 

Figure. 1 A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus for a single-
gas permeation measurement. 
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Figure 2. FT-IR spectra of BTESE powders fired under N2 from 100 to 700 
°C. P100−700 were powders fired at 100−700 °C under N2, respectively. 
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NH4Cl, as shown by the solid blue curve in Figure 3a. The residual 
weight of BTESE powders was decreased at temperatures that 
ranged from 250 to 1000 °C, which corresponded to the 
dehydroxylation of Si-OH groups at 250-400 °C and to the partial 
pyrolysis of Si-CH2CH2-Si linking units, and was accompanied by 
cleavage and rearrangement at 400-700 °C.41 Figure 3b shows the 
mass peaks (m/z=2, 16) that correspond to H2 and CH4. The TG weight 
decrease due to the losses of hydrogen and carbon ranging from 550 
to 700 °C, is consistent with the trend observed by FT-IR.  

Figure 4a shows the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 K 
for P300, P550 and P700. The specific surface areas and pore 
volumes are listed in Table 1. The N2 isotherms showed a Type 1 
pattern that indicates the existence of micropores. The BET surface 
area of P300 was 55.8 m2/g, which was relatively small compared 
with conventional acid-based sols since higher cross-linking was 
obtained via the pH-swing30 at a lower value of acid ratio (0.01).31, 34 
The BET surface areas of P550 and P700 were decreased to 16.6 and 
8.0 m2/g, respectively, indicating an increase in the firing 
temperature, and the BET surface areas of BTESE-derived powders 

were decreased. Figure 4b shows the pore size distributions via the 
NLDFT method. With an increase in the firing temperature of from 
300 to 700 °C, the pore-size distribution showed a maxima of 1.8 nm 
for P300 and a maxima of 1.3 nm for P700, which indicates that pore 
sizes decrease under higher temperatures. This could be consistent 
with gas permeation properties; the selectivities of H2/N2 and 
H2/CH4, which will be discussed in the next section, were increased 
with an increase in the calcination temperature, although N2 
adsorption provides a pore distribution larger than the size of N2.  
Accordingly, the pore volume was decreased as firing temperatures 
increased from 300 to 700 °C as presented in Table 1, suggesting the 
network structures were densified at high temperatures. The pore 
structures were characterized by N2 adsorption, which confirmed 
that high temperature promoted the densification of BTES-derived 
networks induced by the condensation of Si-OH and the 
rearrangement of Si-CH2CH2-Si bonds to Si-O-Si and Si-C bonds, 
which was suggested via FT-IR and TG-MASS. 
 

Gas permeation properties of BTESE membranes fired at 300, 500 
and 700 °C  

BTESE membranes were prepared by coating BTESE sols onto SiO2-
ZrO2 intermediate layers and firing at 300, 550 and 700 °C, which 
hereafter are referred to as M300, M550 and M700, respectively. 
Values for the gas permeance of various molecules are plotted as a 
function of the kinetic diameter, as shown in Figure 5. The gas 
permeance of all three membranes showed a sharp dependence on 
kinetic diameter at 300 °C with H2/CH4 high selectivities of 60, 100, 
and 500 for M300, M550, and M700, respectively. Irrespective of 
firing temperatures, the membrane morphologies of BTESE-derived 
membranes were similar, and their permeation resistance was 
dominated by the separation layer (Supplementary Information SI-
2). The M300 membrane showed a H2 permeance that reached as 
high as 9.0×10-7 mol/(m2 s Pa) with permeance ratios for H2/CH4 and 
H2/C3H8 of 60 and 16,000, respectively. M550 showed H2 permeance 
that was lower than that of M300, but higher than 6×10-7 mol/(m2 s 
Pa), which corresponds to a GPU of 1,800. The H2 permeance was 
larger than that of He (8.1×10-7 mol/(m2 s Pa)) for M300, but the 
permeance of He (kinetic diameter: 0.26 nm) was larger than that of 
H2 (kinetic diameter: 0.289 nm) for M700. In addition, the selectivity 
of H2/N2 was larger than 100 for M700, indicating that major parts of 
BTESE-derived membranes consisted of small pores that N2 could not 
access. The smaller size of He resulted permeance larger than that of 
H2 based on the molecular sieving when the pore sizes of the network 
were decreased at temperatures higher than 550 °C due to the 
rearrangement of Si-CC-Si linking units. By comparison with M550 
and M300, the M700 membrane was more selective for H2/CH4, 
although the values of CF4 and SF6 permeance were higher for M700, 
which can be theoretically predicted via the gas-translation model 
reported by Gang Li et al.41 This is because M700 retained bimodal 
structures consisting of small pores, which only small molecules such 
as He and H2 could permeate, and large pores that allowed the 
permeation of He, H2, and as well as large molecules such as CF4, 
(Supplementary Information, SI-3). With preparation temperatures 
from 300 to 700 °C, the SiCCSi linking units underwent partial 
pyrolysis and a resultant rearrangement, but all membranes showed 
high selectivity and high H2 permeance. 
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Table 1. The BET areas and pore volumes (Vp) of BTESE powders fired at 
different temperatures under N2. 

BTESE powders BET surface area (m2/g) Vp (cm3/g) 
P300 55.8 0.1360 
P550 16.6 0.0694 
P700 8.0 0.0277 
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More than ten membranes were prepared to confirm the 
reproducibility and permeation properties of H2 permeance, and 
He/H2, H2/CH4, and H2/N2 selectivity against firing temperatures, as 
summarized in Figure 6. Each point corresponds to one BTESE-
derived membrane. BTESE-derived membranes prepared by firing at 
300, 500 and 700 °C showed H2 permeance of 7.5−15×10-7, 
3.5−16×10-7, and 5.4−7.2×10-7 mol/(m2 s Pa), selectivity for H2/CH4 of 

15−120, 80−390 and 290−920, and selectivity for H2/N2 of 16−60, 
46−130, 140−350 with reasonable reproducibility, respectively, 
which indicated that H2 permeance was decreased and the 
selectivities of He/H2, H2/N2 and H2/CH4 were shifted to a higher level 
with an increase in firing temperatures. Figure 6b shows the 
selectivities for He/H2, which are the most suitable for discussing the 
pore size of a network since the permeance of the two smallest 
molecules would be less affected than that of larger molecules such 
as CF4 and SF6 because of the existence of pinholes. The selectivities 
of He/H2 were increased from near Knudsen selectivity (0.707) to 
values larger than 1 with an increase in the firing temperatures of 
from 300 to 700 °C. This is consistent with the results found by Qi et 
al., who prepared BTESE-derived membranes by firing at 400 and 600 
°C.33 Again, when the firing temperatures were lower than 550 °C, 
the permeance of H2 (mole weight: 2 g/mol) was higher than that of 
He (MW: 4 g/mol), which showed Knudsen diffusion. Increasing the 
firing temperatures to 600 and 700 °C increased the permeance of 
He to a higher level than that of H2 since the molecular size of He is 
smaller than that of H2, confirming that the pore size of BTESE-
derived membranes decreases with increases in firing temperatures.  
  Figure 7 summarizes the H2/CH4 permeance ratio as a function of H2 
permeance at 200−300 °C for BTESE, silica, and several types of 
zeolite and zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) membranes. For the 
BTESE-derived membranes in this study, the average values for H2 
permeance were 1.0×10-6, 9.4×10-7, and 6.4×10-7 mol/(m2 s Pa), and 
the averages permeance ratios of H2/CH4 were 57, 160 and 570 for 
membranes prepared at 300, 550 and 700 °C, respectively. Although 
the permeance of H2 was slightly decreased, the higher preparation 
temperatures increased the selectivity of the BTESE membranes. It is 
noteworthy that, the performances of BTESE membranes in our work 
showed superior performances to zeolite and ZIF membranes, which 
may have been due to the pore sizes of those membranes being too 

Figure 5. The relationship between gas permeance and kinetic diameter 
at 300 °C. The circle, square and triangle keys represent membranes fired 
at 300, 550 and 700 °C, respectively. 
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large for the purification of hydrogen. In addition, BTESE membranes 
fired at high temperatures showed lower selectivity and higher 
permeance compared with silica membranes. This is because the 
pore sizes of BTESE membranes were larger than those of the TEOS-
derived membrane (0.36−0.38 nm).9 By using the spacer methods 
mentioned in the Introduction section, the pore sizes of BTESE-
derived membranes could be controlled by the size of the linking 
units between the two Si atoms. These results represent the first 
example of BTESE-derived membranes prepared with firing under 
high temperatures (500−700 °C) and showing high permeance with 
reasonable selectivity.  

A modified gas translation model as expressed by Eq. (1) was used 
to describe the gas permeation properties through microporous 
membranes,8, 33, 51, 52. 

𝑷𝑷𝒊𝒊 = 𝒌𝒌𝟎𝟎,𝒊𝒊

�𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹
𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 �−𝑬𝑬𝒑𝒑,𝒊𝒊

𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹
�          (1) 

In Eq. (1), Pi, ko,i, Mi and Ep,i are the permeance, permeation constant, 
molecular weight and activation energy of permeation, respectively, 
for the ith component. R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute 
temperature. 

   Figure 8a and 8b shows the temperature dependency of BTESE 
membranes fired at 300 and 550 °C under N2, respectively. The 
permeance of He, H2, N2, and CH4 increased with increasing 
temperature, which showed an activated permeation mechanism. 
The activation energy (Ep), which reflected the difficulty of molecular 
permeation through membrane pores,53 was obtained by fitting the 
temperature dependency of gas permeance with Eq. (1). The 
activation energy of H2 permeation was slightly increased for 
membranes prepared from 300 to 700 °C, suggesting H2 permeation 
through the densified networks had become restricted by molecular 
sieving. On the other hand, the activation energy of N2 was larger 
than that of He and H2 due to the larger size. N2 activation energy 
increased from 8.5 to 11.7 kJ/mol with an increase in firing 
temperatures, which indicated the permeation of larger molecules 
had been hindered by the densification of Si-OH and Si-CH2CH2-Si at 
high temperatures. In temperatures ranging from 500 to 50 °C, the 
selectivities of H2/N2 and H2/CH4 were 140−320 and 400−650, 

respectively, suggesting that BTESE-derived membranes fired at 
temperatures as high as 550 °C under N2 show promise for use in gas 
separation over a wide range of temperatures. 

 

Stability of membranes at high temperature under an oxidation 
atmosphere  

To further discuss the gas permeation properties, a BTESE membrane 
prepared at 300 °C was evaluated in terms of its stability under 
thermal and oxidative conditions over a long duration. This BTESE 
membrane was first tested continuously for more than 6 h at 500 °C 
and then at 550 °C under N2. During heat treatment under N2, as 
shown in Figure 9a, the permeance of N2 was stable at 1.9×10-8 

mol/(m2 s Pa) at 300 °C for the first 2 h. With an increase in 
temperature, N2 permeance increased gradually and then began to 
stabilize at around 5.6×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) at 500 °C for 5 h, and 
6.2×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) at 550 °C for 10 h. N2 permeance was 
measured at 300 °C to monitor the change in membrane 
performance from 1.9×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) for the initial measurement 
to 5.6×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) after 500 °C and to 6.2×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) 
after 550 °C, which indicated that N2 permeance had obviously 
increased following heat treatment under N2. After cooling to 300 °C, 
the feed gas was switched to air, and then the temperature was 
increased from 300 to 550 °C. The air permeance increased from 
4.0×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) at 300 °C and reached a steady permeance of 
2.5×10-7 mol/(m2 s Pa) at 550 °C after 10h. 

A similar long-term stability test was carried out on a BTESE 
membrane prepared at 550 °C (M500), as shown Figure 9b. During 
the first period of heat treatment at 300 to 500 °C, N2 permeance 
was in-creased from 2.0×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) to a maximum value of 
3.6×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) at the start of 500 °C treatment, and then the 
permeance decreased slightly and remained stable after 6 h. This 
may have been because the membrane showed activated diffusion 
when the temperature first reached 500 °C, but the network turned 
to a much denser structure due to the rearrangement of the Si-CC-Si 
units as suggested by FT-IR and BET analysis, which resulted in 
decreased permeance for an extended period of time at 500 °C. The 
initial N2 permeance measured at 300 °C was 2.0×10-8, and was 
3.6×10-8 when the temperature was raised to 500 °C, and then 
3.7×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa) at 550 °C, indicating N2 permeance was stable 
irrespective of long-term heat treatment. This is because this 

 

Figure 8. The temperature dependency of gas permeance for the BTESE-
derived membranes. (a: fired at 300 °C. b: fired at 550 °C) 
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membrane was prepared by firing at 550 °C for more than 90 min, 
which induced sufficient condensation of Si-OH and/or 
rearrangement of the Si-CC-Si networks during the membrane 
calcination. After changing the feed gas from N2 to air and increasing 
the temperature from 300 to 550 °C, air permeance increased from 
2.6×10-8 to 1.6×10-7 mol/(m2 s Pa), which might be ascribed to the 
oxidation of carbon and to the loose networks, as illustrated in Figure 
9.  

The permeance of gas molecules with various kinetic diameters 
was measured at 300 °C following each heat-treatment step, as 
summarized in Figure 10a.  A fresh M300 membrane held selectivity 
for H2/C3H8 that exceeded 104 with a H2 permeance of approximately 
10-6 mol/(m2 s Pa). After air treatment at 550 °C, the permeance for 
all gases increased drastically; for example, the fresh-membrane 
permeance of H2 increased more than three-fold to 2.9×10-6 mol/(m2 
s Pa). On the other hand, such heat-treated membranes lost their 
original levels of permselectivity after 8 h of air treatment at 550 °C, 
which ultimately reduced the selectivity for H2/CH4 from 61 to 23, 
and the selectivity for H2/CF4 fell from >104 to 320. This decrease in 
membrane selectivity can be ascribed to a decomposition of the 
organic linking units via oxidation. Figure 10b illustrates the impact 
of oxidation under air at 550 °C on an M550 membrane; H2 

permeance was slightly increased but selectivity of H2/CH4 remained 
at 140. The H2 and N2 permeance values of the M550 were increased 
to 2.7×10-6 and 1.3×10-7 mol/(m2 s Pa) with H2/CF4 and N2/CF4 

selectivities of 1200 and 60, respectively. Following air treatment for 
M700 membrane, the permeance for H2 and N2 were increased to 
1.6×10-6 and 8.2×10-8 mol/(m2 s Pa), respectively, while the 
selectivities for H2/CF4 and N2/CF4 were maintained at 1600 and 80, 
respectively. The M550 and M700 BTESE membranes showed a much 
higher level of selectivity for H2/CF4 than that of M300, which 
certified the high separation ability of these membranes even after 
550 °C air treatment irrespective of Si-CC-Si units that may 
decompose under air. This higher level of selectivity was due to 
enhanced levels of thermal stability and oxidative resistance. 

Figure 11 shows H2/CH4 selectivity as a function of H2 permeance 
for BTESE membranes fired at 300, 550 and 700 °C and treated under 
air at 550 °C for 8 h. Similar to the fresh membranes shown in Figure 
7, H2 permeance for M300, M550 and M700 was approximately the 
same. On the other hand, after air treatment, obviously, the H2/CH4 
selectivity levels of M550 and M700 were much higher than that of 
M300. The higher permeance ratios of M550 and M700, compared 
with that of M300, were the result of selectivity that was higher 
under fresh conditions and a CH4 permeance that increased less after 
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Figure 10. The relationship between the kinetic size of gas molecules and gas permeance at 300 °C for a fresh membrane and following air treatment at 
550 °C. Membranes prepared at 300, 550 and 700 °C appear in (a), (b) and (c), respectively.  
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air treatment. This demonstrates how BTESE membranes prepared 
at high temperatures were more thermally stable under both N2 and 
air, which shows promise for gas separation at high temperature 
even under an oxidizing atmosphere. 

The thermal stability and oxidative resistance of BTESE-derived 
powders prepared under N2 at 300, 400, 550, and 800 °C, which will 
be referred as P300, P400, P550, and P800, respectively. Each was 
investigated by thermogravimetric (TG) analysis to clarify the effect 
of firing temperatures. In the first step, the residual weight of 
powders was measured at 250 °C before and after heat treatment 
under N2 at different temperatures from 300 to 800 °C, as shown by 
the closed keys in Figure 12. Increases in temperature clearly showed 
a decreasing trend, which can be ascribed to the decomposition of 
hydrocarbon linking groups, as mentioned in FT-IR. In the next step, 
after pretreatment at 300−800 °C under N2, powders received 
further heat treatment under air at 600 °C for 2 h (open keys). The 
TG weight of the powders was decreased by the oxidation of non-
decomposed -CH- groups during N2 pretreatment. The P300 powder 
showed a weight reduction from 97.3% (after firing under N2 at 300 
°C) to 88.2% (after firing under air at 600 °C), which was a weight loss 
of approximately 9%. With increases in temperature under N2 pre-
treatment, reductions in weight loss of 3.5% and 1.3% were observed 
for P700 and P800, respectively. After the N2 pre-treatment, P550 
and P800 had a dark color, which suggests that a certain amount of 
carbon remained. After treatment at 600 °C under air, the P300 
powder turned slightly yellow and the color of the P550 powder 
turned from black to yellowish, suggesting that some amount of 
carbon had been oxidized. The color of the P800 powder following 
treatment at 600 °C under air remained deep brown, which suggests 
a larger amount of carbon remained. In addition, the residual weight 
of the BTESE powders after treatment at 600 °C under air was 
increased from 88.2% (P300) to 91.0% (P800), which was probably 
related to a higher degree of condensation and indicated a stabilized 
organosilica network was achieved by the thermal rearrangement of 
Si-CH2CH2-Si and Si-O-Si. 

Powders after firing under N2 and air at different temperatures 
were analyzed via EPMA measurement, as shown in Figure 13. 

Silicon, carbon and oxygen are represented by the wavelengths at 
0.72, 0.44, and 0.47 nm, and these chemical compositions are 
summarized in Table 2. The C/Si ratio was 1.15 for powders fired 
under N2 at 300 °C, which approximates a theoretical value of 1. The 
C/Si ratio was decreased to 0.56 for P800. The existence of large 
amounts of carbon was confirmed even for BTESE powders treated 
at 300−800 °C under N2, suggesting that the residual carbon made a 
significant contribution to the formation of dense networks that 
larger sized molecules have trouble permeating. This phenomenon 
was previously discussed for M550 and M700, which showed high 
H2/CH4 selectivity under fresh conditions. In other words, the highest 
level of selectivity recorded by the M700 membrane can be ascribed 
to a higher C/Si ratio, which suggests that the Si-CH2CH2-Si linking 
units were changed to densified networks consisting of Si-C and Si-
O-Si structures. When BTESE powder was directly treated at 600 °C 
under air, carbon was decreased drastically to a C/Si ratio of 0.09, 
which accounts for the drastically increased gas permeance and 
decreased selectivity for BTESE membranes fired at 300 °C under N2 
after treatment under air. The dense network was loosened because 
most of the organic linking units were oxidized. On the other hand, 
following pre-treatment (N2 treatment) at 600 °C with subsequent 
firing under air at 600 °C, the C/Si ratio remained at 0.15, which was 
higher than that of powders fired directly under air at 600 °C. The 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. H2/CH4 selectivity as a function of the H2 permeance of BTESE 
membranes after firing under air at 550 °C. Membranes prepared at 300, 
550 and 700 °C are highlighted by the circle, square and triangle keys, 
respectively. 
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Figure 13. Spectra of C, O and Si element detected in BTESE particles. 
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C/Si ratio was increased from 0.15 to 0.23 for powders pretreated at 
600 and 800 °C under N2, which indicates that networks more stable 
against oxidative conditions were formed by firing at higher 
temperatures under N2. After air treatment at 600 °C, the values for 
the gas permeance of M550 and M700 were stable compared with 
that of M300, which is consistent with the results of BTESE-derived 
powders, and indicates that Si-C forms networks that are highly 
stable to thermal conditions through pyrolysis and rearrangement by 
firing at 550 and 700 °C. This demonstrates that high-temperature N2 
treatment increases the thermal and oxidation stability of BTESE-
derived organosilica membranes. 

 

Table 2. Chemical composition (mol%) of Si, C and O determined by EPMA. 

Treatment Si% C% O% C/Si ratio 

300 °C N2 25.5 29.4 45.1 1.15 

600 °C N2 28.7 22.5 48.8 0.78 

800 °C N2 30.1 17.0 52.9 0.56 

600 °C air 33.9 3.1 63.0 0.09 

600 °C N2 → 600 °C air 31.2 4.8 64.0 0.15 

800 °C N2 → 600 °C air 27.9 6.4 65.7 0.23 

 

Conclusions 
Defect-free BTESE membranes were prepared at 300, 550, and 
700 °C under N2. These membranes exhibited molecular sieve 
permeation properties (H2/CH4>100, H2/CF4>2000) with H2 
permeance of approximately 10-6 mol/(m2 s Pa). Compared with 
BTESE membranes prepared at 300 °C, the selectivity for H2/CH4 
of 700 °C-fired membranes was higher, reaching a value of 570 
with H2 permeance of approximately 10-6 mol/(m2 s Pa). 
Moreover, even after heat treatment at 550 °C under N2 
followed by treatment under air, these BTESE-derived 
membranes retained levels of selectivity for H2/CH4 and H2/CF4 
that reached as high as 100 and 2,000, respectively, while the 
selectivity for H2/CH4 and H2/CF4 of membranes prepared at 300 
°C only reached 30 and 200, respectively. A larger carbon/silicon 
ratio (approximately 0.2) resulted in the formation of Si-C, and 
the residual weight remained high for powders with multiple 
heat treatments under N2 followed by treatment under air, 
which suggested that the thermal stability and oxidizing 
resistance was increased for these BTESE-derived membranes 
prepared at high temperatures under N2. In addition, these 
BTESE-derived membranes prepared under high temperatures 
showed excellent selectivity with high levels of H2 permeance 
and a permeation performance that could be tailored by 
treatment under air at 550 °C for as long as 10 h. 
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